Sacrifices by Jews: The Zuccherberg Example [Bitcoin and Max Goats]
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Bitcoin is definitely the reverse of Orwell. The jewish plan for a fully digital economy under their thumb completely existed way earlier than any crypto came to be.

As people saw where this was going [The Cypherpunk movement] they decided to try to create a line of defense against the upcoming global full financial digital, slavery based, hegemony of jews.

Bitcoin allows, unlike jewish banks, free universal transference of monetary power, worldwide, throughout the globe. It cannot be controlled, stopped, or seized.

Not that long ago, Zuccherberg, another Jewish Globalist, did upload a picture of two goats in his Facebook post, naming one Goat "BITCOIN" and another goat "MAX".

Now, for the unknowing people, this may look like a joke. Reading this article may puzzle people, but those who know they do sacrifices, they will know what this was about...


However, this clearly means, Jews are doing rituals and mass sacrifices to attack the Bitcoin structure and cryptocurrency space, both with financial attacks, and also, jewish rituals. What Zuccherberg meant with this, is for his jewish friends to start doing massive curse rituals against Bitcoin, probably with the deliberate sacrifice of goats.

He just broadcasted this on Facebook because basically nobody can prove anything, while on top of that, this will reach every Cabal at once to do the same. Jack Dorsey, who is not as deep as them, was scratching his head on why Zuccherborg does all these weird jewish things such as sacrificing goats with lazer guns in his premises.

Well if he read that post then he would know why, and if he is that misinformed, he will now be aware of the monsters that made him also join them not long ago in the presidential censorship campaign.

The same thing is the ritual they do towards Azazel on Yom Kippur.

However, for those who know the aspects of jewish rituals, these goats were probably named Bitcoin and Max, meaning, a maximum attack on Bitcoin [the Goat].
This is just a Jewish Ritual on the behalf of the Globalists. Of course, Elon Musk joined in after with his false and unsubstantiated attacks on Bitcoin.

The above is also related to the Jewish sacrifices of Yom Kippur. A few days later, Musk of course, attacked Bitcoin with the lies that Bitcoin is "unsustainable" while in reality, Bitcoin in the next few years, will become definitely environmentally sustainable and is LARGELY sustainable already.

Needless to say, Musk is very aware of this, and did this probably to tank the price.

This is just Elon trying to crash Bitcoin in order for him to buy it at a lower price [effectively the price tanked by 10%], and additionally, the enemy wants to promote a centralized CBDC future, where they have ultimate control.

This is an attempt for them to accelerate Orwell by attacking Bitcoin and a last ditch attempt of Jews to attack Decentralized Finance which will they perceive is the end of their financial centralized authority and Jewish banking dynasty.

Elon's creations, brainchips, and everything else he does, is a major threat on the environment. He is also a financial markets manipulator of the highest caliber, and promotes the most stupid and worthless investment ie, Dogecoin, because he is a big shareholder to this, and expects to make billions of profits from it, unlike Bitcoin, in which other people hold bigger shares in than he does.

Regardless this should show people how in the case of Zuccerborg, they literally tell people in their face what they do, while everyone has to pretend all of this isn't alien or something.
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